2A – WORD MEANING

2B – FACT RETRIEVAL

Secret Agent W. Meaning

Sgt Doggy Digger

He collects words in his top secret

He loves to get muddy! He digs

briefcase and uses his word power

through texts to find

mastermind to unlock their

information and fetch it to the

meaning within a sentence!

answer the question.

2C – SUMMARY
Professor Susan Summary
Susan’s job as a professor involves taking
parts of texts, or even the whole text,
and shrinking them down into a simple
summary. She must understand the main
ideas from the text in order to choose
the best summary.

2D – INFERENCE
Private Eye Pepe Pierre
His job is to search for clues that are
hidden within the text. He has to use
skills of inference to read between the
lines, create his own opinion and back
it up with evidence to answer the
question.

2E - PREDICT

2F – STRUCTURE

2G – LANGUAGE

2H - COMPARE

The Great Predictor

Wise Master Yoda

Thesaurus-Prime

Mr Go Compare

This genie of the lamp has the

Yoda is the oldest and most

This Transformer has the

This man loves to compare

amazing skill of seeing into the

experienced Jedi master and this

ultimate power... LANGUAGE!

everything and often sings about

future! Using his skills of

helps him to understand the whole

He loads is hydron blaster with

it! He compares things within a

prediction and inference, he

text and its parts. He is very wise

carefully selected words or

text and uses the word however

uses what he has read so far

and understands how to order the

phrases and fires them at the

to link both parts of his answer

to predict what might happen

information in a text which helps

reader to enhance the meaning

together.

next in the text.

to give it an overall meaning.

of a text.

